Abstract-Impurity contamination in thin-film solar cells remains an uncertain risk due to the little-known impact of impurities on recombination. Building upon previous work, in which we intentionally contaminated lead halide perovskite (LHP) solar cells with iron, we further examine the distribution and charge state of iron-induced defects in LHP films using synchrotron-based X-ray techniques. X-ray absorption measurements suggest that iron-rich regions, which form among iron feedstock concentrations that exceed 100 ppm, most closely resemble the chemistry of Fe 2 O 3 . Iron distributed within the bulk may form a mix of Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ , the latter of which is not expected to be recombination active, potentially allowing LHPs to incorporate more iron than traditional semiconductors. X-ray beam induced current measurements show little correlation between the presence of iron-rich regions and charge collection, which further suggests low recombination activity at these sites. These results further elucidate the recombination behavior caused by iron incorporation in LHP films, revealing insight into how inhomogeneous incorporation of impurities may mitigate photovoltaic performance degradation.
I. INTRODUCTION
A S efficiencies of lead halide perovskite (LHP) solar cells approach those of single-junction silicon-based solar cells, the photovoltaics (PVs) community has begun exploring methods to establish baseline processes for manufacturing largearea LHP modules. As these processes develop, contamination due to unintentional impurity incorporation-which has thus far received little attention among academic researchers studying LHPs-will become an increasingly relevant concern. In addition to substances (e.g., water) that can reduce LHP stability [1] , impurity atoms might impact electronic transport, as they sometimes do in other PV technologies [2] , [3] . In the worst cases, such impurities can limit charge-carrier lifetimes even at concentrations as low as 1 ppm or below [2] , [4] . This effect occurs primarily due to large carrier capture cross-sections and so-called "deep" defect energy levels (i.e., those which lie far from either band edge [5] ), both of which increase the strength of Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination [6] . However, if impurity atoms form traps that are "shallow" or even resonant with the valence or conduction band, they often have little effect on SRH recombination. In LHPs, for example, theory suggests that alkali metals such as Na and K form shallow traps regardless of whether they incorporate as interstitials or substitutional impurities on the lead site [7] . Additionally, experiments suggest that some elements can be incorporated in LHPs for the purpose of doping without degrading performance, or at least charge-carrier lifetime [8] - [10] .
While density-functional-theory (DFT) calculations can predict expected defect concentrations (from enthalpy of formation) and defect energy levels (and with sufficient effort, capture cross-sections [11] , [12] ), they rely on a thermodynamic understanding of defect formation, whereas kinetic processes may also affect impurity incorporation. The effect of kinetics on defect formation becomes especially relevant in materials like LHPs that are 1) intrinsically metastable [13] and 2) synthesized at low temperatures (∼ 100
• C), providing little energy for atomic rearrangement to occur. Since the spatial distribution and chemistry of defects both impact SRH recombination, experimental assessment of these factors is necessary to contextualize theory-based calculations and ultimately assess the nature of a given impurity's effect on PV performance [14] - [16] .
In previous work [17] , we investigated the impact of ironan impurity common in PV manufacturing environments and a deep-level trap in many semiconductors [2] erate up to 100 times more iron in the feedstock compared with conventional p-type silicon devices [2] before suffering comparable losses in solar cell efficiency. We concluded that LHPs exhibit some degree of extrinsic defect tolerance (complementing the well-known intrinsic defect tolerance in LHPs [7] , [19] ), despite that our DFT calculations suggested that iron interstitials (Fe i ) are expected to form deep traps. This apparent discrepancy might be explained by the presence of recombination-inactive iron (e.g., due to a benign charge state) and/or local agglomeration of iron, both of which would be expected to decrease the overall recombination. To investigate these possibilities, here we probe the spatial distribution and charge state of iron incorporated into LHP thin films using three synchrotron-based X-ray techniques: an X-ray fluorescence nanoprobe (nano-XRF), X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES), and X-ray beam induced current (XBIC). Our measurements indicate that iron tends to exhibit a lower oxidation state when it incorporates as a bulk impurity rather compared to in iron-rich regions. Furthermore, the presence of such regions, which begin forming among feedstock iron concentrations above 100 ppm, is weakly correlated with the XBIC signal, indicating little impact on recombination and thus charge-carrier collection. These results demonstrate heterogeneity in the structural incorporation of iron in LHPs, as well as how such heterogeneity may affect recombination activity. The observed distribution of iron incorporation helps explain the previously observed [17] high tolerance to iron in LHPs, which may guide scale-up efforts for developing LHPs and other emerging PV absorber materials.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
We fabricated and characterized ternary LHP films intentionally contaminated with iron at feedstock impurity concentrations of 100, 1000, and 2000 ppm (on a molar basis). Thin films of methylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI 3 ) were fabricated on glass/TiO 2 substrates using FeI 2 (dissolved uniformly in dimethyl formamide) as a bulk contamination source, similar to our previous work [17] , with two slight alterations intended to decrease the presence of voids in our films. First, we increased the precursor concentrations by 16% (to 2.64 and 0.88 M for CH 3 NH 3 I and PbCl 2 , respectively, following deQuilettes et al. [20] ). Second, we altered the annealing time-temperature profile by ramping up the hot plate from room temperature to 100°C at a rate of ∼ 20
• C/min. For XBIC measurements, a device with 2000 ppm feedstock iron concentration was fabricated using the FTO/TiO 2 / MAPbI 3 /spiro-OMeTAD/Au architecture, as described in our previous work [17] , but using the modified precursor concentrations and annealing time-temperature profile. A baseline sample that was not intentionally contaminated was also fabricated for comparison. Current-voltage (I-V) measurements were performed on both samples as described previously [17] , except a scan speed of 0.01 V/s was used.
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images were collected on a Zeiss Ultra Plus system at an excitation voltage of 5 kV with a secondary electron (SE2) detector at a working distance of 5.5 mm.
Spatially resolved nano-XRF maps, along with XBIC data, were collected at beamline 26-ID-C at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory [21] , which allowed for image resolutions down to ∼30 nm (the diameter of the focused beam). The beam energy was set to 9 keV to detect emission from Fe (K-line), Cl (K-line), I (L-line), and Pb (Mline). For nano-XRF, dwell times were 0.75 s (100 and 2000 ppm samples) and 1.0 s (1000 ppm sample); for XBIC, dwell time was 0.5 s.
Step sizes were 25-30 nm for nano-XRF and 300 nm for XBIC; the larger step size for XBIC measurements was necessary to avoid the X-ray beam from causing changes in the electrical response in devices, as has been noted elsewhere [22] . The preamplifier setting for XBIC was set to 1 nA/V. XANES spectra at different locations on the same samples were collected just above 7 keV (near the Fe K 1s absorption edge) at beamline 2-ID-D with a 200 nm spot size [23] .
For XANES, standard powders, encapsulated in polyimide tape, were measured under the same experimental conditions as the films during the same measurement session. All powders were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich: Fe metal (99.9%), FeO (99.8%), Fe 2 O 3 (99%), and FeCl 2 (98%).
To quantify the XRF data, reference standards (NIST SRM No. 1832 and 1833) were measured at 26-ID-C under the same configuration as the samples. Nano-XRF data were then quantified using the standard process at 26-ID-C with MAPS software as described in [24] . Because we did not correct for absorption or degradation in our XRF and XBIC maps as described in [25] and [26] , uncertainties may be expected in the specific elemental quantifications, though we expect self-absorption to be minimal due to the small thickness (∼ 500 nm) of our films.
III. RESULTS Fig. 1 shows clearly identifiable regions (two separate areas on each sample) of high iron content in the 1000 and 2000 ppm samples detectable via nano-XRF, along with elemental maps showing the distributions of chlorine, iodine, and lead at all three feedstock iron concentrations. These maps suggest that large iron-rich regions 300-500 nm in diameter begin to agglomerate among feedstock iron concentrations that exceed 100 ppm; no similar iron-rich regions were found in the 100 ppm sample after scanning an area over 600 µm 2 . Smaller agglomerations of iron below 30 nm in diameter (the X-ray beam spot size) may begin forming at lower concentrations but remain below the nano-XRF detection limit. In all three samples, several areas with decreased I and Pb nano-XRF counts are evident, which we attribute to the presence of grain boundaries and voids seen via SEM in Fig. 2 . Iron agglomerates preferentially, but not exclusively, near these features; more uniformly distributed iron is also observed throughout the bulk of the films (i.e., away from iron-rich regions) as evident from the nonzero background signal, which is (2.2 ± 0.1) × 10 16 , (3.3 ± 0.4) × 10 16 , and (5.7 ± 3.6) × 10 16 atoms/cm 2 for the 100, 1000, and 2000 ppm samples, respectively.
Some chlorine within the film clusters into areas (100-200 nm) that are more uniformly distributed than the iron-rich regions. Additionally, some chlorine is collocated with iron. In- terestingly, no obvious iron-containing secondary phases were observed via SEM, shown in Fig. 2 , which suggests these ironrich areas may lie beneath the surface or otherwise are not in high enough concentration to cause changes in SEM contrast.
We also collected XANES data at the locations of select ironrich regions found on the 1000 and 2000 ppm samples (see Fig. 3 , orange lines) and compared these spectra to standards, which included Fe metal, FeO, Fe 2 O 3 , and FeCl 2 . Spectra collected at the locations of these regions most closely resembled Fe 2 O 3 . We compared these data to XANES collected in the "bulk" of the film, away from iron-rich regions in all three samples-i.e., in areas where little contrast in Fe concentration was seen via nano-XRF, but where a uniform iron signal was still detected. As shown in Fig. 3 (black lines) , the onset of these absorption spectra were shifted 2-3 eV lower in energy, which may indicate a lower oxidation state. Additionally, the shape of the spectra above 7.135 eV differs from the Fe 2 O 3 standard.
To relate the presence of iron to current collection in our samples, we also performed XBIC measurements on a 2000 ppm device (fabricated separately from the films), as shown in Fig. 4 alongside the I-V performance compared with a baseline. While the resolution of this measurement was limited because the Xray beam degraded the electrical response in our samples at step sizes smaller than ∼ 200−300 nm (with a dwell time of 0.5 s), we can still compare the XBIC response to larger iron-rich regions, which are visible in the iron signal. Qualitatively, we found that high iron content weakly correlates with decreases in the XBIC signal (see Fig. 4 , blue and red boxes).
In Fig. 5 , we quantify these correlations in three specific regions of the XBIC map, chosen to highlight features of interest (i.e., high Fe content), as indicated by the blue, red, and green boxes in Fig. 4 . We perform six correlations, one for each pair of signals (XBIC, Fe, I, Pb). These correlations help distinguish the effect of Fe versus Pb or I on the XBIC signal in these select regions. In the blue and red regions, iron is quite weakly negatively correlated with XBIC, whereas it is positively correlated with XBIC in the green region (where it is also more strongly correlated with Pb and I content). Pb and I remain strongly correlated in all three regions, which is reassuring since we do not expect large variations in the Pb/I ratio. Fig. 3 . XANES spectra for the 100 ppm (left), 1000 ppm (middle), and 2000 ppm (right) samples probing iron in the bulk as well as at iron-rich regions, along with four iron-containing standards, which consisted of powders encapsulated in polyimide tape. For the 100 ppm sample, no iron-rich regions were detected, so only the XANES spectrum from the bulk was included and compared with the standards. Pb and I exhibit a moderate to strong positive correlation with the XBIC signal in all three regions, which may reflect changes in X-ray beam absorption (e.g., due to varying film thickness). Chlorine-rich particles were not detectable with the larger step size of this measurement, so the chlorine map was omitted from Fig. 4 .
IV. DISCUSSION
Overall, the bulk iron concentration increases little (by ∼ 50%) from 100 to 1000 ppm compared with the order-ofmagnitude change in iron concentration in the feedstock itself. This suggests that iron present in the feedstock begins preferentially incorporating as iron-rich regions at a feedstock concentration between 100 and 1000 ppm. Structurally, iron-rich regions incorporate somewhat preferentially in the 1000 and 2000 ppm samples near areas of low I and Pb counts (i.e., apparent grain boundaries and voids), behavior which has been seen in other materials such as silicon [27] - [29] . Interestingly, the shape of the iron-rich regions in the 1000 ppm sample was much rounder than the needle-like structures seen previously [17] , which may be related to the use of a higher wt.% concentration or the use of a temperature ramp-up to 100°C, which may alter the growth kinetics of the formation of these iron-rich regions.
The nano-XRF maps also reveal insight into the chlorine distribution within the bulk, which has been studied using nano-XRF previously [30] . We see similar chlorine-rich regions, where chlorine clearly incorporates heterogeneously; in addition, this incorporation increases with feedstock iron concentration, as evident in Fig. 1 . The presence of Fe 2+ ions within the precursor may affect the kinetics of chlorine incorporation, which itself is known to be sensitive to initial film growth conditions [31] . In comparison to iron, however, the presence of chlorine correlates less strongly with I and Pb, although some chlorine does collocate with iron. Because the XANES data does not resemble the FeCl 2 standard measured, however, this collocation may be incidental or caused by the same mechanism (e.g., lower energy of secondary-phase nucleation) rather than caused by the existence of compounds that contain both iron and chlorine. For example, it may be that PbCl 2 or similar phases happen to form alongside Fe 2 O 3 particles. XANES measurements of suspected compounds (e.g., FeI 2 , FeCl 3 , and/or PbCl 2 /PbCl 3 ) and/or measurements of extended X-ray absorption fine structure, which were not available at 2-ID-D, may elucidate the chemistry at these specific sites (unfortunately, the authors have not been able to locate such data within the literature). It is also possible that phases not normally stable in isolation such as FeI 3 may be present here.
Despite uncertainty about the specific chemistry of iron-rich regions, there remains a clear difference between the charge state in these areas, which XANES suggests comprise mostly of Fe 3+ , and that of iron in the bulk, which may exhibit a mix of Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ . The presence of mixed-valency iron in the bulk of all three samples agrees with our previous XPS measurements, which were collected on a film containing considerably more iron (a feedstock iron concentration of 1 at.%) [17] .
Our work raises further questions about the incorporation of Fe in MAPbI 3 , which several works have investigated via replacement of substantial amounts (between 0.1-25 at.%) of Pb with Fe in precursor solutions [32] - [34] . The effect of incorporated Fe in degrading I-V performance in MAPbI 3 films in these studies agrees with our previous report [17] , while some questions remain about the mechanism of Fe incorporation within the lattice at the nanoscale. Our previous calculations suggest that Fe i is the most likely form of incorporated isolated iron compared with Fe Pb , in agreement with experimental XRD analysis completed by Williams et al. [34] . However, high levels of Fe incorporation seem not to affect film crystallinity [17] , [34] , suggesting iron-containing secondary-phase formation is suppressed (maps of specific elemental ratios-namely, Fe/Cl and Fe/I-using the data from Fig. 1 did not reveal any obvious secondary phases with plausible stoichiometries). To reconcile this observation with our XANES data, which suggest that iron-rich regions differ in charge state compared with the bulk, we speculate that Fe i might be interacting with incorporated oxygen in some way. While the defect characteristics of potential Fe-O complexes have not been explored in LHPs, it is possible that oxygen might passivate Fe i , especially given that neither O I nor O i is expected to be recombination active [7] . Oxygen in the films may have incorporated during growth from either TiO 2 or N,N-dimethyl formamide, or more likely after growth due to air exposure, approximately 1-2 h of which was necessary to mount the samples inside the nano-XRF measurement chamber. We previously observed oxygen peaks via XPS in similar films as well (see [17, Supporting Information]).
Because our earlier calculations [17] suggest that Fe 3+ is not recombination active due to the lack of a +3/+2 transition level within the band gap of MAPbI 3 , a significant portion of iron present (e.g., any Fe 3+ interstitials present) may not contribute significantly to recombination-although this may be affected by exposure to air or oxygen-containing solvents. Still, this might suggest that Fe 3+ present within iron-rich regions does not contribute much to recombination (if it behaves similar to interstitials from a recombination point of view), as ironrich regions does not appear to limit the XBIC signal; given the low I-V response of the contaminated device, however, this effect may simply be masked by overall recombination within the bulk. Some of the effect on current collection due to Fe may also be masked by effects from Pb and I, although the correlation analysis in the blue region from Fig. 4 suggests that large iron-rich regions can be present without significantly affecting current collection. The extent to which this remains true in general would benefit from correlating XBIC with iron concentration using greater statistics (i.e., observing a large number of iron-rich regions in regions of varying Pb and I content) and higher image resolution. Such an investigation may be enabled by efforts to avoid the degradation in electrical performance, which has been observed previously [22] but can be mitigated with careful choice of dwell time, spot size, and/or device orientation relative to the beam [26] . More generally, our XBIC results also provide an interesting contrast to significant negative correlations between XBIC and metal precipitates previously observed in Si [35] , [36] .
Regardless, iron clearly incorporates inhomogeneously in MAPbI 3 , which may cause much of the incorporated iron to affect recombination much less than otherwise would be expected from its defect energy level. This heterogeneous incorporation may help explain its relatively high tolerance to iron, and it highlights the fact even if deep-level impurities are present, they may be less harmful than expected if the number of recombinationactive sites can be reduced via local agglomeration (which may exhibit different chemistry) or passivated by other means. If such an effect is easily accessible within conventional solar cell processing, it might help enable high performance even in materials for which intrinsic or extrinsic defect tolerance does not reach the level observed in LHPs.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, nano-XRF measurements on MAPbI 3 films fabricated via solution synthesis suggest iron begins to agglomerate when it exceeds a concentration of 100 ppm in the feedstock solution. Iron-rich regions, while sometimes collocated with Cl, most closely match the X-ray absorption spectrum of Fe 2 O 3 , which suggests iron at these locations consists mainly of Fe 3+ . A mixture of Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ charge states throughout the bulk in each sample may be present, e.g., as interstitial point defects or nanoprecipitates below the detection limit of nano-XRF. Given that Fe 3+ is not expected to be recombination active, the impact of iron on recombination in LHPs may be limited due to a more benign mix of charge states and the tendency of iron to cluster amongst high feedstock iron concentrations. These factors help explain the apparent low risk of iron-induced efficiency losses in LHP solar cells despite the likely presence of iron impurities in typical fabrication setups, which may prove valuable for the industrial scale-up of LHPs and similar materials.
